Consider the following communications channel (cf. Fig. 1 ). Once each second, the transmitter chooses for transmission to the receiver an arbitrary real number, say u at time i, such that the sequence ( u} satisfies a power constraint Pr (to be made precise below). In transmission, this number is corrupted in such a way that it is received as u, + ne + si. The elements of the sequence (ne,} are independent, zero-mean Gaussian random variables, each having variance Ne. The transmitter and the receiver have no knowledge of the sequence { s, ), other than that it satisfies a certain power constraint, say Pj (also to be made precise below). The sequence%{ s,) may have arbitrary, time-varying, possibly non-Gaussian statistics. The goal of the transmitter and receiver is to construct a coding system to reliably convey discrete source data over this channel, knowing only N e , PT, and Pj. .
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Fig. I -A Gaussian arbitrarily varying channel
We call the preceding model a Gaussian Arbitrarily Varying Channel (GAVC), since it is the continuous alphabet, Gaussian-noise-corrupted analog of the discrete, memoryless, Arbitrarily Varying Channel (AVC), introduced by Blackwell, Breiman and Thomasian [11 (see also Wolfowitz 12,31). The study of discrete, memoryless AVCs has generated a substantial body of literature; much of this is summarized in Ref. 3, chapter 6. By comparison, GAVCs have received considerably less attention. Blachman [4, 51, has obtained upper and lower bounds on the capacity of a GAVC (using the maximum probability of error concept) when the sequence {s,) is allowed to be chosen with foreknowledge of the transmitter's codeword. Basar and Wu [61 have investigated the use of essentially the same channel, for a different source transmission problem in which the source is a discrete-time, memoryless Gaussian source and reliability is measured by mean-square distortion. Dobrushin 31 that is similar to the GAVC except that the s) is constrained to be a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables.
The practical significance of the GAVC is seen as follows. One may view the sequence { s,I as selected by an intelligent and unpredictable adversary, namely the jammer, whose intent is to disrupt the transmission of the sequence ( u, ) as much as possible. The jammer, like the transmitter, is subject to the natural constraint of finite power but is otherwise free to generate any signal he chooses.
In this report, we study four GAVCs corresponding to two different types of power constraints (peak and average) on the transmitted codeword and on the jamming sequence. Our main results are coding theorems, one for each pair of constraints, characterizing the asymptotic reliability that can be achieved by optimum random codes on these channels. We say "asymptotic reliability" rather than capacity because, as we shall find, these channels generally have no capacity, per se.
DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS
% ;A codeword of length n for the GAVC is a sequence of n real numbers selected by the transmitter, say u = (ul,..., u,) . Similarly, a jamming sequence of length n, denoted by s = ( sl .... , se), is a sequence of n real numbers selected by the jammer. These sequences may be thought of geometrically as points in n-dimensional Euclidean space (R" ). With this interpretation, the output of the GAVC corresponding to the codeword u and the jamming sequence s is y 4 = u + -9; + s, (2.1)
where q* denotes an n-vector of independent, identically distributed (i.i. where I u,) A-1 are codewords of length n, and { Di ) Y_-are disjoint (Borel) subsets of R", called decoding sets. This code may be interpreted as a means of transmitting an integer message from the set (1 . MI to the receiver using the GAVC. To send the number I< iK M, the transmitter sends the codeword u,. At the receiving end, if the received sequence y* lies in the set D,, the receiver infers (perhaps incorrectly) that the transmitted message was i'; otherwise, if y* is exterior to each decoding set, the receiver draws no conclusion about the transmitted message.
We are interested in the problem of transmitting the output of a given information source, generating R bits per second, over the GAVC with minimum error probability (to be defined). The goal of the transmitter is to construct a block coding system of length n that suffers an error probability no greater than this minimum, regardless of the jamming sequence s. The goal of the jammer is to inflict the largest possible error probability on any code chosen by the transmitter by an appropriate choice of s. For the transmitter, a strategy to accomplish this goal consists of an ( n, 2 R ) code; a strategy for the jammer is a jamming sequence of length n.
We allow both transmitter and jammer the additional flexibility of being able to choose their respective strategies randomly. Accordingly, we define an ( n , M ) random (block) code, C,-= ( (u*, D*) .
, (uL, D* ) I, ( 
2.3)
to be an ( n, Al ) code-valued random variable that satisfies the obvious measurability requirements. A (random) jamming sequence of length n, with the obvious definition, is denoted by se.
Clearly, if no further restrictions are imposed on the random codes and jamming sequences, the problem has an uninteresting solution. The error probability of any fixed, positive rate, random code can be made arbitrarily close to one by letting s" be memoryless, zero-mean, Gaussian noise of arbitrarily large variance (or power). In practice, however, there will he other restrictions that prevent such *tThroughout this report, except where otherwise indicated, asterisks arc usedi as superscripts to denote random varlahles, hold lower case letters indicate vectors (or vector-valued mappings) in R"
, and N (U, ,r
2 ) d lelis a Gaussian distrihution with mciin , and variance (r tWe extend this definition to nonintegral M as follows, By an (n. M) code we mean an ( n. M ) code where M is the smallIs MSinteger greater than or equal to M.
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w trivial solutions. An interesting and natural restriction to investigate is that of placing some kind of power constraint on the codewords and the jamming sequences. In this report, we consider two types of power constraints: peak and average. We say that C satisfies a peak input power constraint (PI) if each codeword lies on or within an n-dimensional sphere (n- where E { . } denotes mathematical expectation. We also define two similar power constraints on the random jamming sequence s*. We say that s * satisfies a peak jamming power constraint (P) if
and an average jamming power constraint (AJ) if
There are two input power constraints (PI or Al) and two jamming power constraints (P or AJ), and so there are four possible combinations of transmitter and jammer power constraints to consider. We adopt a simple binary nomenclature to describe each case. In the sequel, when we speak of the *" GAVC A I B, we mean the GAVC with input power constraint A (= PI or Al), and jamming power constraint B (= PJ or AJ).
We now specify what is meant by the "error probability" of the code C*. Given a code C: on the GAVC A I B and the jamming sequence s*, we can in principle calculate the (maximum) probability of error:
8)
where D),* denotes R" -D,*. However, s is not known in advance to the transmitter and may change from one block to the next in an unpredictable and arbitrary way, suhiect only to the power constraint B. The smallest error probability guaranteed to be achievable by the code (C is the suprenium of Eq. (2 8) over all B-admissible s*. Therefore we define the error probability of the code (',, by 
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We now ask: For a given source rate R and constraint pair A I B, what is the smallest error probability, a (C:), that can be achieved by any ( n, M ) random code C, that satisfies constraint A,
R and n is large? Clearly this error probability depends on both the rate R and the constraints A I B. Accordingly, we say that a pair (R, X.), where R > 0 and 0 < X < I, is achievable for the case A I B (achievable A I B) if for all e > 0 there exists, for all n sufficiently large, an (n, M) random code C*. satisfying constraint A, so that log 2 M > n (R -) (2.10) and ka (C:) < x + . (2.11) Let RA 1 9 denote the set of all achievable pairs (R J) for the GAVC A I B.
Note that if a certain pair ( R ,X) is achievable A I B, then all pairs ( R',X'), such that R' < R and X' > A, are also achievable A I B. Consequently, RA I B must be of the form
where C 4 IB () is a monotone increasing function of x. Thus, to characterize RA IB it suffices to determine C 4 1 AB W).
The function CA I B (A) is called the X-capacity of the channel (cf. Csiszir and K6rner [31 and Wolfowitz [2) ). It can be interpreted as the largest rate of transmission that can be achieved by a code with error probability no greater than X, for large n. If CA IB (A) is equal to a constant on 0 < X < 1, say CA I B, the latter is called the capacity of the channel; otherwise, if CA I B (A) is not constant, we say that no capacity exists.t Most simple channel models that arise in information theory have a capacity. In this report, we show that certain GAVCs generally have no capacity; i.e., CAl1 () is not constant. This interesting and somewhat surprising fact distinguishes GAVCs from discrete AVCs: Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian I1I have shown that the latter always possess a (random coding) capacity.
Recall that our objective is to determine the minimum error probability suffered by large blocklength random codes of rate R when used on the GAVC A I B. Define this error probability by Although it clearly provides the same information about RA I that CA I B() does, XA I B ( R ) is often easier to interpret.
We now present four theorems that characterize CA I (A) for each pair of constraints A I B, the proofs of which are provided in the next section. We first consider the case in which both transmitter and jammer are constrained in peak power, i.e., the GAVC P! I PJ. This channel actually has a capacity that is given by the following familiar formula.
t An alternative (e.g Csiszir and K~rner 131) definition of capacity (which always exists) is
Our definition is that of Wolfowitz 121. 
4-
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Theorem I: For the GAVC PI1 PJ, a (random coding) capacity exists and is given by It is interesting to note that Cpl I j is identical to the capacity formula of the memoryless, Gaussian channel that would be formed if the jammer transmitted a sequence of i.i.d. N (0,Pj) random variables (eg. Wolfowitz 121, Theorem 9.2.1).t* We conclude, for the GAVC PI I PJ, that an intelligent jammer, regardless of how he distributes his power, can do no more harm (in the sense of reducing the achievable region) than Gaussian noise of the same power.
We now change the jamming power constraint from PJ to AJ (i.e., GAVC PI I AJ) and ask whether the above conclusion is still valid. Since bounds on average power are weaker than those on peak power, it is obvious that RptIAJ is a subset of Rpllp j . However, as the next theorem demonstrates, this inclusion is strict. In fact, we find, for this and all remaining cases in which either transmitter or jammer or both are subject to average power constraints, that no capacity exists, i.e., only K-capacities are found.
Theorem 2: For the GAVC with constraints PI I AJ the (random coding) K-capacity is
Remark. C. I AJ (0) is interpreted as 0.
Observe that the expression for Cp I AJ () is identical to that of Cpl I pj except that the jamming power appears boosted by a fact(,r that is the reciprocal of the tolerable error probability, K. Some insight into this formula can be gained by stating the result in terms of the error probability suffered by codes of rate R. Theorem 2 states that, for increasing n, optimal (n, 2 " R) random codes satisfying P1
suffer an error probability that approaches j ( 4 R -l)P 1
against an Al-constrained jammer.
The function API 1AJ (R) is increasing, positive whenever R is positive, and for small R becomes asymptotic to 2 In 2 R PJ / P7. The region Rp/ I AJ is sketched in Fig. 2 . Apparently, a code can achieve high reliability (i.e., KAJ (C:) 0) only in the limit as R or Pj / P, become vanishingly small. Evidently, reliable communication is impossible at any positive source rate.
it 1is also the formula ohained b I)ohru,;hin 171 for the capacity ol the (iau%,ian (ompound i'hannel.
tNole that this G aussian iamming sequence does not sisfy P) It is posiblihe, however, to construct a jamming seqjuence that doe% satisfy PI and Ihat yields nearly the same capacity (ti proof of Theorem 2) We now sketch the basic idea behind Eq. (2.17) (or equivalently, Theorem 2); a detailed proof follows in Section 3. Let C be any P-admissible random code of rate R. Suppose the jammer transmits only jamming sequences s* consisting of i.i.d. sequences of N (0, P*) random variables, where P* is a nonnegative random variable that satisfies EP* < Pj, so that s* satisfies AJ. (Clearly, this restriction can only increase the achievable region.) With this restriction, the channel "seen" by the transmitter is a discrete-time, Gaussian channel with (u,aknown) noise power N e + P*. According to the coding theorem and strong converse for this channel (e.g. Wolfowitz -N .
to be guaranteed an appreciable error probability, and this power is sufficient to yield an error probability of unity. Therefore, the best codes have error probability that approximates the probability of this event
Finally, the right-hand expression above takes on a maximum value of IIIIAJ(R) when P" is chosen so that
It follows that X ( q ) is not less than A" IIIA (R) for large n.
Although we have allowed the jammer foreknowledge of the statistics of the transmitter's random code when selecting a jamming sequence (cf. Eq. (2.9)), it turns out that this knowledge is unnecessary. Remarkably, the jamming sequence above does not depend on the detailed structure of the code, but only on the blocklength n, the source rate R, and the parameters P, Pj , and N,. Also interesting is that this jamming sequence is essentially a pulsed strategy (i.e., either "off" or "on" with high peak power). Memoryless, pulsed jamming sequences have been shown to maximize the error probability of certain uncoded modulation systems, such as BPSK (e.g. Simon et al. [9] ). Theorem 2 shows that pulsed jamming sequences with rnemorl ' play a similar role for random block codes on the GAVC.
We have seen from Theorem 2 that an average-power-limited jammer has a tremendous advantage against a peak-power-limited transmitter-in fact, reliable communication is impossible in this case. It is interesting to turn the tables and ask whether the transmitter might similarly gain by varying codeword power against a peak-power-limited jammer, as in the case Al I P1. The next theorem shows that little advantage will be gained.
Theorem 3: For the GAVC with constraints At I PJ, the (random coding) A-capacity is
The corresponding achievable region is sketched in Fig. 3 . We see that if a high error probability can be tolerated, the allowable coding rate is much improved-however, at low error probabilities ('41 rj (A) approaches Cp, , ,j, and the improvements are negligible. As in the other cases, we can state the result in terms of error probabilities: Optimal Al-admissible (n,2R ) random codes suffer an error -probability that, for large n, approaches
Thus the rates at which reliable communication can occur are the same as the case P1 I PJ. Clearlh, codeword power variation offers little improvement to the transmitter. 
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We now consider the GAVC Al I AJ. As Theorem 3 shows, the additional flexibility offered by the power constraint Al is relatively useless against a peak-power-limited jammer. We now ask if the transmitter might at least reduce the gain of the average-power-limited jammer compared with the GAVC PI AJ. The next theorem shows that some limited improvement is made.
Theorem 4:
For the GAVC with constraints AlI AJ the (random coding) X-capacity, for N, > 0, is given by . The corresponding achievable region is sketched in Fig. 4 , with CplIpj, Cpll,4j (), and CAI Ip.(,) included for comparison. Optimal (n, 2 " R) random codes satisfying Al must then, as n grows large, suffer an error probability that approaches
when N, > 0, and
-i
when N, = 0.
For R < CAI4 AJ (X), observe that the error probability is half of that of GAVC P1.1 AJ, however, when R > C 11 A (Xe) the probability of being correct (= I -X J (C,,) ) is ( I -2X, ) of that in the case Al I PJ. (+l',. (X) is therefore a compromise between CP I Al () and ('A Ilj( ). As in the case P1 AJ, the error probability can be made small only by making R or Pj/ P, small. An intuitive justification of Eq. (2.21a) is given here (a rigorous proof is given in Section 3). Suppose, as before, the jammer transmits only i.i.d. sequences of N (0, P*) random variables, say s, where P* is a nonnegative random variable that satisfies EP2 < Ps._The transmitter constructs a random code C" in the following way: He first selects a random code C* of rate R whose average power is no greater than unity, i.e.,
Eu 2 1
and then, to form C, he multiplies each codeword in CZ" by '., where PT is an independent nonnegative random variable satisfying EP* < Py. The performance of this code against s* is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio PT/( P* + Ne). As in the earlier argument following Theorem 2, if
can be small; however, if
then it is certainly true that A ( C,*, s) I. Therefore, for the best choice of C:, we have for large n
The optimum error probability thus depends only on the power distribution of the transmitter and jammer. Naturally, the transmitter wants to minimize Eq. (2.22) with an appropriate choice of PT, and the jammer wants to maximize it by an effective choice of P2. Therefore, an optimal code suffers the error probability
It can be shown (cf. proof of Theorem 4) that the right-hand side of this equation is equal to .k4114J (R).
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Finally, consider the coding problems that result from the imposition of multiple constraints. Suppose our code must satisfy some constraint, say A, for some constant PT, and another constraint A' for some constant P-" ; P.-Denote this joint constraint by AA'. Similarly, one may define a double constraint, BY', on jamming vectors. It is easily checked that the achievable regions for these more complex coding problems can be constructed from the regions defined by Theorems I to 4 according to the following simple rules:t
or, in terms of X-capacities:
(2.24b)
THE PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 TO 4:
For any input power constraint A, and jamming power constraint B, define the region
where C A I () is the formula given in the theorem of Section 2 corresponding to the constraints A B.
Our goal in this section is to prove that constructed in the following way.
(1) The M random codewords, {v..v%}, are a collection of mutually independent, random n-vectors, each of which is uniformly distributed on the n-sphere of radius [n" i.e., the probability that v," lies within a certain region on the surface of this n-sphere is proportional to the surface area (or equivalently, solid angle) of this region. '"" ," " " " ---""" "" "".'-" ''.r. "" ,"I-" 'Zt . €
: ' .)w" ". ,. , ',,",, , t.," ,. ' .. ,.
. " ,.',...,, .
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where I denotes the usual Euclidian norm on R". If a tie occurs, the receiver draws no conclusion about the transmitted message (and hence an error occurs).!
We make several observations about the random code, C *.. First, the codewords of C7 are clearly Pl-adm _,:ible for P, = I" in fact, Eq. (2.4) is satisfied with equality (with probability one). Second, since all codewords have equal length (or power), each decoding set in Eq. (3.2) is a "flat-sided" cone with vertex at the origin. It follows that the sets (A,*,. 1are also minimum distance decoding sets for every codeword set of the form {-1 fP v .,%P vM}, where P > 0. Third, Shannon [101 has considered the use of this random code on the discrete-time, additive Gaussian noise channel and has -Vobtained the following result: There exists functions, say K (R,P) and (R,P), both positive so long as holds for all I < i < M and n >, 1, where, here and throughout this section, q* denotes a vector of i.i.d. N (0,1) random variables. Furthermore, K (R, P) and E(R,P) can be selected so that
, -E ( ,P) are increasing, and
for all R and P satisfying Eq. (3.3). Finally, C*. has the useful properties summarized in the following lemma whose proof is contained in Appendix A.
Lemma 1: Let C'* be the standard random code ( Eq. (3.1)); let s be any n-vector, and let I and / be any pair of real numbers satisfying I > I > 0. Let ow* be a random variable that is uniformly distributed on the unit n-sphere, and that is independent of the codewords {vi, .... v4. Then A second useful lemma is given below; its proof is contained in Appendix B. Wc note thit the decoding %t', I' may he suhoptimal (in the minimax sense) decision regions for the loss functions A"' ( , inil A 4-J ((') F'or proving coding theorems [his will not matter: in the forward part of the proofs we can certainly ho u nd lilt crror prohihilily (it the plinial decioders above by thal obtained using suboptimal decoding set%, in the converse part.
WC Lan hounil thc worst -cisc error prohability below by that obtained using (block) pulsed. Gaussian tamming signals. for which the et,. for all n >, I.
We also require an Arimoto-style strong converse 1121 for the discrete-time, additive Gaussian noise channel with peak input power constraint and the average probability of error concept. Let C* -(u , Dl).
(u ,D*) )
be any Pl-admissible (n, M) random code with P7 = P. There exist functions, say K'(R, P) and E'(R, P), which are both positive whenever
holds for all n >, 1. (Note that any lower bound on the average error probability is a fortiori a lower bound to the maximum probability of error.) Furthermore, K' (R, P) and E' (R, P) can be selected so that (a) K' (" ,P), -E' (" ,P) are increasing, and (3.8a)
(b) K' (R , .), -E' (R, ) are decreasing (3.8b)
for all R and P that satisfy Eq. (3.6). The proof of this result is very similar to the derivation in Section V! of Ref. 10; we therefore omit it.
We now present a Lemma that forms the kernel of the strong converses to Theorems 3 and 4. This Lemma is of independent interest because it gives a tight lower bound on the average error probability of any code when used on a Gaussian channel in terms of the code's power distribution.
Define for any u = (ul.... u ) E R" the quantity
n i-I and for any random code C,', let U* (C*) be the random variable that is uniformly distributed on the set I u . u ) of codewords of C*.
Lemma 3: Let C,* be any (n, M) random code and J be any nonnegative random variable that is independent of C,*. Then for all E > 0 the following holds: 
(3.11)
Remarks-Observe that -yn (E) depends only on n, e, and R and is independent of the random code and the jamming power. Also, for all e > 0, y,, () -0 exponentially fast. (3.14)
Proof of Lemma
The average error probability of that subcode of C. that consists of those codewords with indexes in S, ( C.,J ) can be bounded below by the strong converse (cf. Eq. 
N.
-K' (R.,4R -2 -
_1) expI nE'(R.,4R
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The last step above is a consequence of Eqs. (3.16) and (3.8a) . Using Eq. (3.17) , we obtain the desired lower bound to the average error probability of C,,: where , =-r v,*, and ( (v 1 , Aii. v *,, A~ L) Iis the standard (n, M,) random code, defined in Eq. (3.1). It is easily verified that C%, satisfies P1I for each n > 1. We further claim that if and -y, -0 as n -+ -. If true, this would clearly imply that any R,A) in 1,., 1 Iq is achievable P11 PJ, and thus prove (a).
tI xl denotes the integer such that x -I < n<
14
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To establish this claim, suppose that Eq. (3.20) is true; let w be an independent random variable that is uniformly distributed on the unit n-sphere and define 
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Let E > 0, and suppose that R >, CplIIpj + E. We claim that there exists a positive sequence {yn},. such that ,.0 (Cn*) >' I -y, 
1-K' (R,Pl+%) exp{-nE' (R,P+b) ) -exp{-
82}
12 for all n > n 0 (8) 
Clearly, such a sequence exists. Taking the supremum of Eq. (3.40) over all i and AJ-admissible s" and substituting k, we then conclude that is satisfied for all P-admissible (n,M) random codes, where R a(i/n) log 2 M; (b) follows from Eq. (3.43).
First, let A be such that 0 < k < 1. Suppose that a "pulsed" jamming sequence, say s , is defined to be
where ,1* is a n-vector of i.i. d. N (0,1) random variables, and Z is a Bernoulli random variable that is independent of il* and distributed as follows:
it is easy to verify that s satisfies AJ for all 0 < A < 1 and all n > 1.
Suppose now that A is such that '(R) (so that Eq. (3 46) is satisfied) and A, A" ' 4 (R) slowly enough so that and y,, -0; this implies (a).
The proof of this claim is in the spirit as the converse to Theorem 2, so we shall be brief. Let s"
be any P1-admissible jamming signal, and suppose X is such that
R < CA,,IpJ (). (3.53)
We can then bound the error probability above as follows:
< A + Pr I -P,/(l-)v r*7+ + s" E A,
(3.54)
19
.-"' e . . ." "  " -" e ," .j.,.,,,.-. '. ,,-' .'. -, € ,r.r:-'. , , ' . . .,'.,..--, 5=,%" J ". "-'-' "" "_.
' "' ..rI "':,'"N1 e"'.,"."--. ,"""''",...
-''e ""-' .,.Z'¢-. where P." P,/Cl-X) N, + Pj
The justification of these steps is as follows: (a) results when Eq. (3.51) is substituted into the preceding equation, and the first conditional ,robability is bounded above by one; (b) follows from Eqs. (3.53) and (3.29) and the fact that s* satisfies PJ.
Now let {A,,I . n be any positive sequence such that k, < XP AJ (R), A,, --"''4J(R), and
Taking the supremum of Eq. (3.54) over all i and PJ-admissible s* and substituting A,,, we find that We now prove that a positive sequence {y,})'. exists, which depends only on R, so that y,, -0 and 
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where UM() is defined just prior to Lemma 3, and y,(E) is as defined in Eq. (3.11 ) . Recall the definition of 0IIJ(R) in Eq. (2.19); when we want to exhibit the dependence of this function on P., we use the notation X "ll(R;P).
Since C(, satisfies Al, it is true that EP(U(C(*)) < P1. Using this and Chebysheff's inequality, we can easily show that
(3.60)
Therefore, combining Eqs. (3.58), (3.59), and (3.60), we conclude that for all E > 0 and 8 > 0,
(3.61)
Note that the right-hand of Eq. (3.61) depends on C* only through the rate R. Now choose { both depending only on R and decreasing to zero slowly enough so that the last two terms in the righthand of Eq. (3.61) converge to zero. The right-hand expression then tends to XAIIPJ(R), as desired. This completes the proof of the strong converse to Theorem 3. Po'(c) is a nonnegative random variable, independent of v* that satisfies E PO(E) < PT, and whose dis-M tribution will be given below; and Ci" = ((v,', A,')},_. is the standard (n, M.) random code. It is easy to verify that C*(6) satisfies Al for all 0 < X < 1, and all n. We claim that there are positive sequences {E.I};. and {y,}I' such that
Proof of Theorem 4:
and y, -0; this implies (a).
In proving this claim, we assume that N, > 0; the proof if N, = 0 is similar. We refer the reader to the Theorem of Appendix C, and adopt the notation used there. A consequence of this theorem (cf. Eq. (C4 ) is that if (, has the distribution Eq. (C28b) and v 0 is as defined in Eq. (C28a), then
holds for all nonnegative random variables Y/ that satisfy E Y < b.
21
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> From Eq. (3.65), it follows that if P is any nonnegative random variable that satisfies EP Pj,
Let s* be any AJ-admissible jamming sequence and define p Is* 12 (so that EJ < = Pj ), and set *--s*/ -* when J > 0 and * =-0 otherwise (so that I I< I a.s.). In the proof of -Theorem I (cf. Eq. (3.29)) we showed that if I;* I < I a.s. and P and J are positive constants, then Pr{ P-,()"+ + f * j E A* I P'()= P, Note that -Jf*(,)-j * is Al-admissible for all E > 0.
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Let C;" be any (n, M) random code. We may bound the error probability of this code below as follows: . (3,77) , we obtain an expression that tends to \A1AJ (R) uniformly for all Al-admissible codes of rate R, as desired. This completes the proof of the strong converse to Theorem 4.
DISCUSSION
Our results show that the asymptotic behavior of GAVCs is qualitatively different from that of discrete AVC: whereas the latter always have a random coding capacity (cf. Blackwell et al. 111), the former generally have no capacity (except in the case Pl I PJ). This is a direct consequence of the imposition of power constraints of the average type.
It remains to determine, if they exist, the corresponding -capacities for the GAVC when the transmitter is restricted to deterministic codes (i.e., those of the form Eq. (2.2) ). For the discrete AVC, deterministic coding capacities are known in many special cases. Ahlswede [14] , using the average probability of error concept, has shown that the capacity of the discrete AVC is either equal to the random coding capacity, or else it is zero.t This method apparently fails for the GAVC, owing to the presence of a cost structure on the allowable channels and encoders.
The coding problems of Section 2 lend themselves to an alternative game theoretic formulation. Corresponding to each GAVC, say A I B, there is a family of two-player, zero-sum games (cf. Blackwell and Girshik [151) defined as follows. Fix the blocklength n and the source rate R. The transmitter's (resp. jammer's) allowable strategies consist of all (n, 2 " R) random codes, C.* (resp. all R" -valued random vectors, s*) that satisfy the power constraint A (resp. B). The payoff when the jammer plays s* and the transmitter plays C " is the error probability A (C*,s*), defined in Eq. (2.8). The jammer wants to maximize this probability; the transmitter wants to minimize it. Therefore, they seek strategies that attain the outer extrema in the following programs:
where the extrema are taken over all allowable s* and C*,. An optimal strategy for the transmitter (resp. jammer), if it exists, is one that attains the outer extrema in the transmitter's (resp. jammer's) program. For any e > 0,e-optimal strategies, C*, and s, , are allowable strategies for which sup A (C:*,,s*) ( i, + E , inf A (C,,s,) '--.
Implicit in the proofs of Theorems I to 4 is the following result: The sequences and (-n}-= I converge, and (4.4) holds for every R and every pair of constraints A I B. Thus the sequence of games has an "asymptotic value" equal to \A I I (R). Furthermore, for all E > 0. there exists, for all sufficiently large n, Eoptimal strategies for both transmitter and jammer. (Such strategies for the transmitter are explicitly constructed in the forward parts of the proofs in Section 3; jamming strategies are constructed in the converse parts.)
Some authors further constrain the jammer to signals of the form
), (4.5) where {n-,q* is i.i.d. N(0,1) and {z,},L, is a sequence of random variables independent of {71,}-1 and subject only to the average power constraint
,-4
We call this constraint AJG, and use the notation GAVC A I AJG to refer to the channel with input % constraint A and jamming power constraint AJG. Since AJG is more restrictive than AJ, we must have Thus our results extend to Gaussian jammers.
It is especially interesting that the achievable regions of Theorems 2 to 4 are not determined solely by a simple optimization program involving mutual information, as is usually the case in information theory. McEliece and Stark [8] have modeled the conflict between transmitter and jammer, when coding is used, by a two-player, zero-sum game with mutual information as the payoff function. As an example, ihey considered the channel that we have called the GAVC Al I AJ (for the special case N,. = 0) and obtained the following results: Optimal transmission strategies for both players are i.i.d Gaussian sequences of maximum power and of length n, and the value (or optimal payoff) is
If the value of the game considered by McEliece-Stark is actually the capacity of the channel (the authors do not assert that it is), then it carries the following interpretation: when n is large and R < -log 2 1 +-I, 2 L1 j then X"J (C*) = 0 is possible. In contrast, however, note that the E-optimal strategies for the game Al I AJ in Eq. (4.1a) (cf. proof of Theorem 4) are not memoryless, and the error probability of any positive rate code is bounded away from zero. It is of considerable interest that these two apparently related games lead to such different results.
An explanation of this disparity between predictions of these two games lies in the fact that mutual information takes on operational significance only when the block length is large compared to the memory of the channel. The error probability formulation (i.e., Eq. (4.1a)) allows the jamming memory to equal the blocklength, whereas the mutual information formulation always assumes that the blocklength of the code is large compared to the jamming memory. Therefore the game involving mutual information gives an a priori advantage to the transmitter, and it is not surprising that this approach leads to much more optimistic results for the transmitter. We conclude that, at least for GAVCs, one must be careful in attributing a coding significance to games having mutual information as a payoff function.
From a practical viewpoint, the results of this report may be difficult to achieve or may lack meaning for a real jammer. Like the pulse-jamming signals considered by Houston [161, our E-optimal strategies demand high peak power when R is small; unlike Houston's, however, this peak power must be sustained over the blocklength of the code. When n is large, the average power constraints (Al, A) may fail to reflect all the physical constraints that would limit a practical system. An extreme example: let n -+-, then the optimal jamming strategy for the case PI I AJ is of the form: s, -N (O,Pj/p) for all time with probability p, and s, = 0 for all time with probability I -p. One may approach a more realistic situation by considering multiple constraints on the jammer (as discussed in Section 2).
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